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The Arizona Daily Wildcat, KAMP student radio and UATV are all members of Arizona Student Media.

The first two new shows, which just started airing this month, are "Wildcat" – a five-minute show featuring headlines of major national news and local campus stories. "Last year, we just filled it out in the field and produced the entire thing," said Mike Skvarla, UATV operations supervisor. "It really was a kind of a tedious process with limited equipment and man power.

"Wildcat" and "Daily Dose" join "Totally F'n Loud," which shows under-ground music videos with KAMP student radio and "Busting Out," which is a student showcase. Vanore said. UATV will also be adding "UATV Sex," a five-minute show featuring headlines of major national news and local campus stories.

The cuts are a product of "12 years of shortsighted decisions," Napolitano said. "They made bad choices. They cut into the minds of Arizonans. Last week, former UA professor Vernon Smith won the Nobel Prize after being hired away by George Mason University which better funded his research.

The cuts are also a matter of "lack of vision," Napolitano said. "Some people just are noticing and some of us have been noticing it for a long time, but it's sadly ironic because our universities are an investment in our economy and it's also an investment in our economic future and, quite frankly, to make life better for very many, many people as their science work gets developed.

Napolitano also outlined plans for the budget. The cuts are a product of "12 years of shortsighted decisions," made by the Arizona Legislature, she said. "They made bad choices. They didn't choose to invest in our universities as they should have.

It has been speculated Arizona's deficit could be $400 million in fiscal year 2003 and $1 billion in 2004.
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